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Tristan And Iseult
Canto The Thirteenth
Background Narrative
Tristan , slayer of a fierce dragon, which had ravaged the
Kingdom of Ireland, was entitled to claim the hand of the
beautiful Princess Iseult as his reward. This he did, not for
himself, but as a bride for his uncle and Liege-Lord, King
Mark of Cornwall, in order to bring peace to the two rival
kingdoms. Tristan had been badly wounded in the fight and
his life had been saved by Iseult’s skilful nursing and
knowledge of secret healing herbs and balms.
The long ship bringing them back to Cornwall encountered
stormy weather and temporary shelter had to be taken on
the Welsh coast. Here Tristan and Iseult became passionate
lovers yet, despite this, the projected Royal marriage went
ahead as planned. Tristan, the King’s Champion and Iseult,
now Queen of Cornwall, endeavoured to hide their love but
inevitably resumed their clandestine love affair. It was after
a prodigious feast one evening, as the King sat dozing at the
banquet table, that the fated couple slipped away to the
Queen’s bedchamber to give vent to their over-riding
passion and were subsequently found in flagrante delicto by
KingMark, who had been alerted by his devious Chief
Steward, Marjodoc. As a result, Iseult was subsequently
condemned to be burnt at the stake and Lord Tristan to be
broken on the wheel for their dishonor to the King. At dawn
on the appointed day, Tristan was taken to a chosen spot
well away from the castle near the sea. He was allowed by
the Captain of the Guard to enter a small chapel on a clifftop nearby in order to say a final prayer as he did not wish to
go unshriven to his death. Once inside, he bolted the door,
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scrambled through an open window and leaping far out,
dived down into the sea with the waters swirling over him.
Largely due to his fitness and former training in his youth,
he was able to survive and reach a nearby shore where he
chanced to meet his friend and mentor Gorvenal, who
advised him to escape deeper into Cornwall. Tristan,
however, was resolved to try and save Iseult and realising
that Tristan would not be deterred, Gorvenal swore to
assist him and gave him back his sword. Approaching
Tintagel, they met a band of lepers who were on their way
to mourn the passing of the queen about to be burnt. She
had always been kind to them and used to send them food.
They would have liked to save her if they could but did
not know how. Tristan devised a plan on the spur of the
moment and exchanged clothes with the leader of the
lepers. In this safe disguise, he and the lepers, together
with Gorvenal, proceeded to Tintagel where Iseult was
about to undergo her very last ordeal - namely death by
fire.
Now read on …
Meanwhile King Mark was troubled, yet, within.
At noon, he could not eat - and wondered why.
Soon must he face the torture of his Queen,
As westward plunged the sun across the sky.
“The time has come My Liege,” Marjodoc said.
“Faithful Marjodoc, thou hast served Us well.
Reluctantly We face this last ordeal;
Yet what the future holds We cannot tell!''
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They went out to the execution place;
The Queen, fast to the stake, already bound;
Clothed in white samite; with her golden hair;
And all the people wailing close around.

“A boon! A boon! Lord King!” their leader cried.
Bystanders near the stake began to hiss.
King Mark was startled as he made reply:
“Why ask a boon at such a time as this?”

This was, indeed, the same proud samite gown,
Whose weave embodied gleaming golden thread,
Which Tristan had known that night so long ago,
When he had found her on her sylvan bed!

“Give her to us, Lord King!” the leader boomed.
“In shame, she’ll always dwell, till her last breath.
We’ll put her beauty to our common use;
Instead of fire, she’ll know a living death!”

“A woman’s love is precious; knows no bounds.
She plights her troth unto her heart’s desire.
Her body and her soul are one with his,
When once consumed with passion and with fire!'“

“Give her to us - to us!” there came the chant.
The restless crowd could well become a mob.
King Mark was mustered now to say the least.
His eyes were blurred; his heart began to throb.

But now a fire of a different kind
Was ready, piled faggots to ignite,
As men with lighted torches stood nearby
To send this helpless woman to her plight.

The King, still vengeful, gave the matter thought;
A torch was poised, its mission to fulfil;
This novel fate would best befit the crime.
“Yes; take the Queen - enjoy her as you will!”

The King showed no emotion on his face;
No love for the lady once so dearly won;
And, coldly turning to the waiting crowd,
“So be it then,” said he, “Let it be done!”

He gave a nearby guard the swift command:
Cut loose the Queen; her to these creatures give;
For, as a cuckold, I’ll have sweet revenge.
She’ll rue the day, as long as she shall live!”

But at this point, commotion stirred the crowd.
Cries of “Unclean! Unclean! With hand-bell ring.
People drew back in horror at the sight
Of lepers pushing forward near the King.

The people gasped in horror at the thought,
And sly Marjodoc gave a cunning smile;
He’d harboured secret longings for Iseult
But had been scorned despite his subtle guile.
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The leader of the lepers hastened forth,
To seize Iseult, who now began to scream.
He grappled with her as she blindly fought
And struggled like a wildcat in a dream.
But when Lord Tristan, in his leper’s guise
Had pinned her arms and pressed her body near,
He whispered softly “List, My Love, ’tis I,
Lord Tristan, you have nothing more to fear!”
She ceased to struggle; fainted in his arms,
And, manfully, he bore her thence away,
To join the band of lepers, who now walked,
Through swiftly parting folk without delay.
Safely, they sought the freedom of the wood;
And found sweet respite there among the trees;
No-one would dare to follow in their wake,
For fear of catching such a dread disease.
As for the King, revenge was bitter-sweet;
His angry motives, he would soon regret.
The image of his consort, borne away
Would trouble him in future nightmares yet!
…….to be continued

ROBERT GOSLIN

The Unremembered Place
Slowly, the light was lost
And the goal of high belief;
An end by death imbued the mind
And mankind went down in grief.
Gone was the dream of divinity,
The desire for return by grace
To the fountain of beginnings,
The unremembered place.
How long, how hard the journey
With this, our sad forgetting,
And all the ills and pangs of time
But of our own begetting.
Yet now, as by some miracle
Or the mercy of a god,
How sacred seems the winding way
Which we, unwitting, trod!
For here, my love, my lonesome race,
By trial and error led,
Back through the labyrinth you came
When all but hope seemed dead,
To the wellspring of your being
Where life and love embrace,
To the fountain of beginnings,
The unremembered place.

AMORATA
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Noon Love

Divine Lady Silence

The fires contained over so many years
Have built up enclosed in my being a treasure
Of hoarded emotion undreamt-of till now Rich beyond measure.

The loving lustrous smile of Divine Lady Silence,
That most lovely lady of liberation,
Dispels the darkness that obscures Realisation.
Whatever labours fate forces you to complete,
Cherish as pure gold, the worship of her lotus feet.

And the whole of my life, in this hour’s recollection,
So full as it has been of thought and reflection,
And labours and works, but devoid of affection,
Seems now but a desert, a long misdirection,
Of cruel duration;
An unspeakable exile, a dreary subjection,
A time of probation.
I live now indeed now I live for love’s sake;
If the trial was long the reward is as great;
I have no more to seek her and no more to wait
In the dark for a dubious morning to break,
Or to bow to the bitter allottings of fate,
Or hopelessly pray.
She is not far away.
It has come that would come though it comes to me late:
I slept and endured. Now I live and awake.
And with wonder I say:
“I shall see her today.”
And nothing exists
Of real in the manifold world
Except this.

Through her race bestowing glance, so auspicious,
The delusions of wealth and family, however propitious,
Like smoke from the chimney, will soon cease to be,
So praise that maiden with the strong wish to be free.
That’s the most fitting of all righteous dharmas,
The very best of all desirable karmas.
So cherish as the most lofty brahmacharya,
To live in union with our dear Lady Mauna.
In her presence, don’t raise your head as ‘I’,
Or a glimpse of her face, she’ll surely belie.
If you remain subject to her domination
She will reunite you with Self Realisation,
Harmoniously and with blissful delight,
Embrace her at heart with all your might.
Let your life in a state of Oneness and bliss,
Be a model for others they won’t want to miss.
So merge with Lady Mauna deep in the heart,
The best householder’s dharma, till death do us part.
ALAN JACOBS

ANN KEITH
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Great Spirit
Great Spirit, Father and Fire of All
Thou One Electric Life and Light Divine
That moves all things and yet remains unmoved,
Who is to minds of men unmanifest
Yet from afar doth watch the realms unfold,
Mansions high and low: - where spirit moves
And matter doth conform to higher thought.
Thou, whose penetrating eye undimmed by nought,
Alone doth comprehend all time and space,
And knows all things gone and those still yet to come;
Thou ever Conscious Self of conscious selves,
Thou Mind of men and gods and angels too,
Who if they keep within a living flame
Doth daily bow and send forth prayers to Thee,
Though knowing all the while Thou needst them not,
For what exists that did not come from Thee?
And what can live if not on Thee depends?
Whatever is Thy will doth come to be
Though men and gods alike know not Thy plan
Except that it be Good and Wise and Beautiful.
But when Thy beam of concentrated thought,
Throughout all substance seven fathoms deep,
Doth stir the seeds of minds and worlds to Life,
And responding to Thy will the planets turn,
And shine their seven rays of coloured light,
Then universe entire doth thrill and sing
Along the mystic way to Thee and Thine.
And when Thy solar flame doth shine below
Within what seems to be the world of men,
And a sunny spark of Thine is born
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To save the erring man from wicked ways
And carry up his little thoughts to Thee;
Then he bears a portion of thy peace
And finds his place within Thy scheme of things,
And night now done he greets the lovely dawn,
For by Light of Thine all men then findest Thee.

PAT KELLY

A Reading Of Signs
faith unlikely without feeling and
unless you believe the senses do not lie,
that you look in depth, attend
the brightness of stars in the dark sky,
and look into yourself in the same way,
until you recognise yourself in another,
find what you never expected,
discover the landscape you thought you knew,
and begin again and listen to the birds; not
unless you enter the darkness, shine your light,
and when you are quiet in the stillness,
feel you are held by the one you always seek.

PETER DAY
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Looking Up

Grimes

We’re due for a shower
A heavenly shower
When ancient nebulae
Cascade far above
Such excitement soon proves
That there’s far more to LOVE
His Creation excels
Beyond thought

Outside at the Snape Mill
we sit in this fugual
trance
in the infinite surrender to
melody
the thrill of air at the nape
that is both sequence of the blade
and in a Dorian mode
as the blue air of Snape
segues towards the saltings
of a bittern’s sprezzatura
into the caught bow
and the cold grey
broken shadow
of these curlew chords
taking you to
that shingle of the stars.

Deep, deep to Time’s shore
Where Greek gods
Fought their wars
Fly the brightest of arrows
Displayed
A theatre of wonder
In the darkest blue yonder
Shoot the sparks
As past worlds collide

COLIN HONNOR

Electric the air
As the aeons burst forth
Each body is filled
To the brim
And joyous of wonders
This celestial splendour
Is ours
If only
We reach for the stars!
LYN SANDFORD
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We laid sturdy bricks and mortar of laughter,
one upon the other.

Beyond The Day
Twilight caught my eye,
I reached for the sky,
slowly extending my arm,
into the clouds and out of sight,
holding the memory of thought,
painting in pastel colour,
leaving clocks and watches
to the drum and beat
of the underworld,
I’ll never grow hungry
in this light,
a library of sounds
whisper through passages
and into the vault of liberty.

The structure grew stronger, slowly, a fuller memory
emerged and rose from time,
as we constructed and created a house of love and life
that will always be hardy upon the hills
and shingled beaches of our togetherness,
as we walk in a dialogue of living discovery.

VINCENT BERQUEZ

J. P. HINDLE

Poem After A Line Of Foreign Poetry

The Building Blocks
Together we continued to create building blocks
of our mutual memory on this island of Kos.
The strong scaffolding of fun and happiness eased
its way high on foundations of our mutual experiences.
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He seems to see salt dissolving shows a coastline in air
and towers and columns he knew
and has remembered more
than he knows, he has searched, travelled, arrived, departed
the moon a shard of broken glass
the grass sprouting between the broken pavements
the inscriptions rain-worn patter their one syllable
he seems to see the coins laid in their eyes
Old philosopher with wind-thinned thoughts
COLIN HONNOR
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Bex And Toby

Pink Almond Blossoms On The Green Tree

This is not intense as lead,
or subversive as apples in Siberia.
This is not to change things.
This has no hidden message.

We're pink almond blossoms on the green tree of life,
We've entered a dream world of both pleasure and strife.
The Divine Sun shines on each pretty bloom as grace,
The rains of pain also shower, upon that place,
Ripening us in good time to become mature,
Then we're both strong and brave enough to endure,
The full power of Self Realisation,
Freed from fool ego's phantom imagination.

As Brunel loved iron I love you both,
building bridges intimate as your secret thoughts
whispered in my ear.
This intimacy is as muscular as a magnificent metal ship
moving in ever-increasing daylight,
across the freezing Gulf of Finland.
You fill me with such free-flowing wonder,
as a child, unprompted, writing for the first time
words as bright as cadmium.

But for that graceful blessed ripening to come,
A certain sadhana needs to be done.
From blossom we transform into worth while nuts,
Freed from doubting problems, quandries, ifs and buts.
In every nut there dwells a tasty kernel,
Pure Essence of Self, blissful Life Eternal!
ALAN JACOBS

Though this love that feels it can move an ocean
may one day merely make glad memories,
the bridges will stand; the welds stay firm.
This is not intense as lead,
or subversive as apples in Siberia.
This is not to change things.
This has no hidden message.
This is just a simple poem
of love as strong as steel.

Killins Lane
High banks
along this very old lane.
Trees with ivied feet,
fingers just touching.
Oh that you would talk to me.
Yes a library has knowledge,
but it is the stars
that know your secrets.

DAVID R. MORGAN
MAUREEN WELDON
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Blown on the Windrush
Oh London, my London! Forever so fond,
Yet I heard of the rumours of places beyond:
For further than ring roads and suburban stations
Apparently lies there a wealth of far nations.
How greatly I dreamed of the boat and the train
And the tropical sun, now washed out by your rain.
For my riches are poorly, my cupboards are bare,
My travelling stalled upon your thoroughfare.
Oh London, my London! You felt my distress.
And pitied my yearnings to quit your address.
For penned by your broadways, I longed to escape;
So you widened my cage from the Steppes to the Cape,
From Hong Kong to Lisbon, from Cairo to Cork,
From L.A. to Delhi, from Auckland to York.
With bright lights and glamours, and chiming Bow Bell,
You brought me the world, and their families as well.

MARTIN CHOULES

Good Lord, My Love!
Good Lord, My Love! The dawn has slept all night,
the clock has overturned, the hours spilled,
and suddenly my dreams are drowned in light
and half the cup of happiness is filled.
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Spiders hang dripping webs along the drive
and neat September folds away the leaves;
summer steps back and graciously receives
the cropped young days that smilingly arrive,
To me it doesn’t seem that one need speak of
Earth performing rings around the Sun
when night and day play leap-frog through the week
and hours scatter minutes just for fun.
To put it this way: Summer has departed yet has it then? For I am so light-hearted!
MICHAEL PICKERING

Ellis Island*
Fishers of men,
Gelbards, Kurlanskys, Silvermen,
Kennedys, Cahills, Tisdalls,
refugees, nomads
arrive in New York
over the old oyster beds
new lives beginning
old shells cast off.
*once called Oyster Island.
HEATHER GRANGE
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Announcement Of Change
Man sees that nothing changes but all things
have changed. All exits from the world are now
fluxating, all fates transforming, endings
changed, destinations altered in their new
circumstances, ends regenerating.
Hope is in the act of restoration
for Love is already validating
his promise and has even now gone
from his home, the glory of his abode,
the haven where all things are reconciled,
so that upon the earth things large and small
may also be reconciled and men shown,
so that they may see and know like a child
Love that never changes, but changes all.

that stimulated generosity
to stretch so far from cradle to the rood
in its concern and infinite pity.
And all continues as before -- except
that nothing ever after is the same,
for Love, with infinite capacity,
has moved with such an offer as has swept
men’s minds with concepts they cannot acclaim
and threatens their perceived utility.

A. K. WHITEHEAD

A. K. WHITEHEAD

Morning Woods
The dark of night with reluctance fled,
nocturnal creatures crept to their bed.
The sights unfolding to open eyes
displayed all nature in disguise.

Love’s Move
Love extends the hand of its solution
and all the world is warmed by its shadow.
Yet none has seen nor sensed its fruition
nor heard, nor felt, nor even could fore know
the deep heartbreak from man’s ingratitude
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At ease reclining, spine to the beech,
quietness reigning, no need for speech,
watching the dawn invade the wood
spilling through limbs like flowing blood.
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Strange shadows twisting in gentle breeze,
vibrant mind forming weird shapes that tease.
The slightest sound, soft whispers thrill,
fearsome, monstrous illusions chill.
Daytime birds stirring to light’s alarm,
their restive flutterings disturbing calm,
the ghostly rustles swell and sink.
Hiding menace, or hunting mink?
Drawing deep breaths, parting leaves aside,
thick dimness swallows as flowing tide,
entering halls of changing light,
pushing deep inside, nerves strung tight.
Dark tree trunks leaping to startled face,
spiders webs trailing their strong spun lace,
branches spring blocking forseen gap,
undergrowth twitching, will courage snap?
You’re entering free the twilight zone.
secrets in the wood, are you alone?
Feel probing eyes, no-one is there,
with each sense screaming, you’re aware.
Through the coming dawn the brightness floods
revealing all in those welcome woods.
All menace lost by light of day,
past trees and shrubs now find your way.
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